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territories 

MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET =US-ASCII 

Content-transfer-encoding: ?BIT 
Status: R 

------Welcome to CorpusFantasticaMOO! -----
Running Vers ion a of CorpusFantasticaMOO 

CorpusFantasticaMOO is a colonised body, where entities without number meet. You may 
not understand some of the language you encounter in this body, and it would be advisab
le to familiarise yourself with other methods of constructing meaning. Never assume that 
you are speaking to a member of a privileged class, race, gender or 'ie~es. We provide 
mindnet access for entities with particular needs. What resident or glf~ ~nti s ~ r 

protecting you from the ubiquitous clots. A debate is flaming. Kris Teva is in abject mode, she 
can't get enough of the blood. lrigary is on a soft crimson cushion doing some post-structura
list scribbling. Her pen just ran out of milk. Obvious exits are w to the Renal Rest Room and 
out to the Appendix Paradigm.Manko, FireWalkWithMe, Grey Guest, Oracle Snatch, Green 
Guest are here 

gender" 

>Grey Guest says "for all you know I could be a digital queer or a tenured beard" 

>Manko says "That's what I mean. I think it's problematic not to declare your RL 

>Green Guest says "But if gender is a social construct then this space is surely a 
perfect site to unravel the code and rewrite the programs" 

>FireWalkWithMe o o 0 "There are too many guests here today" 

>Grey Guest says "I've applied for a character but it takes 2 weeks to get one" 

Dreads fly and Crusty Candy slimes in dripping from the primordial sw 
>"Hey, does anyone want to eat my crust? It's very nourishing" 

do may not always be to your liking. Beware- there is no mora c~.t 

connect Geneva Convention xtreme ~pi~~,~~~:t.~~llifi~' 
>Manko [to Candy] "Well I'm peeling the crust, what' 

Okay. Geneva Convention is in use 

>Big Brain is in the Thymus Bar 
>Psychohosebeast is in the Left Ventricle 
>sociopathic cyberslut is in the Lung Lounge 
>Manko is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>FireWalkWithMe is in 3eye 
>.Grey Guest is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>Symbio is in the Retinal Rods 
>lr-replicunt is in the Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 

look sociopathic cyberslut 

You see bef.pre you a walking pincushion, hardly a piece of flesh that hasn 't been pierced. 
The jelelle'Fy i c s between Cyberdada circuitry and fishing tackle, useless, meaningless 
with a s]ia . T.. ree breasts are a turnoff, mostly because they are eyeing 

'StiJ.Y.. h e e nt wl on her face, and her pupils are the size of bowling 

sociopathic cyberslut offers you a hookah 

>Page lr-replicunt "Be right there ;-)" 

@join lr-replicunt 

Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 
The chill winter air spreads out across spiralspace and the atmosphere blazes with parado
xes. Strange attractors recline in deep discursive modes. lr-replicunt, Psibapussy, HappyHap
pyJoyJoy are here 

>lr-replicunt [to Geneva Convention] "I've just ordered you a nirvana daiquiri. Do 
you know everyone here?" 

>You say "Sure do. What's happening?" 

Angel Intel places a nirvana daiquiri in front of you. lr-replicunt moves along the couch to ma
ke a space for Geneva Convention 

>BigBrain [to Geneva Convention] "We're rehashing that interminable debate on 
+i... ..... : .... : .... - ... +: ............ ,, __ .. 1.. -- • --- ' · _ _ ..J 1 1 :- ..Jrt. ... L ___ - ·- .L _ ,_ _ • n • · 



ct:;:;wu1u: queer 
ow connecting to host network RAMpage 
AMpage: bentnet belladonna.stone.plant.666 

------Welcome to CorpusFantasticaMOO! ------
Ru nning Ve rsion a of Corpus Fantast ica MOO 

CorpusFantasticaMOO is a colonised body, where entities without number meet. You may 
not understand some of the language you encounter in this body, and it would be advisab
le to familiarise yourself with other methods of constructing meaning. Never assume that 
you are speaking to a member of a privileged class, race, gender or lfe~es . We provide 
m1ndnet access for entitles w1th particular needs. What res1dent or g~ enti s r 

Guest are here 

>Grey Guest says "for all you know I could be a digital queer or a tenured beard" 

gender" 
>Manko says "That's what I mean. I think it's problematic not to declare your RL 

>Green Guest says "But if gender is a social construct then this space is surely a 
perfect site to unravel the code and rewrite the programs" 

>FireWalkWithMe o o 0 "There are too many guests here today" 

>Grey Guest says "I've applied for a character but it takes 2 weeks to get one" 

Dreads fly and Crusty Candy slimes in dripping from the primordial sw~ t 
>"Hey, does anyone want to eat my crust? It's very nourishing" 

....... ~;r do may not always be to your liking. Beware- there is no mo~ c1f[p.t 

connect Geneva Convention xtreme -::r...-~-.::.e:::ji..,_., 
>Manko [to Candy] "Well I'm peeling the crust, what'~u 

Okay. Geneva Convention is in use 

>Big Brain is in the Thymus Bar 
>Psychohosebeast is in the Left Ventricle 
>sociopathic cyberslut is in the Lung Lounge 
>Manko is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>FireWalkWithMe is in 3eye 
>Grey Guest is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>Symbio is in the Retinal Rods 
>lr-replicunt is in the Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 

look sociopathic cyberslut 

You see beLore you a walking pincushion, hardly a piece of flesh that hasn't been pierced. 
The je lelle1y i c s between Cyberdada circuitry and fishing tackle, useless, meaningless 
with a sJB. . . T. ree breasts are a turnoff, mostly because they are eyeing 

'stiJM h e 1 e nt wl on her face, and her pupils are the size of bowling 
~--~ 

sociopathic cyberslut offers you a hookah 

>Page lr-replicunt "Be right there ;-)" 

@join lr-replicunt 

Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 
The chill winter air spreads out across spiralspace and the atmosphere blazes with parado
xes. Strange attractors recline in deep discursive modes. lr-replicunt, Psibapussy, HappyHap
pyJoyJoy are here 

>lr-replicunt [to Geneva Convention] "I've just ordered you a nirvana daiquiri. Do 
you know everyone here?" 

>You say "Sure do. What's happening?" 

Angel Intel places a nirvana daiquiri in front of you. lr-replicunt moves along the couch to ma
ke a space for Geneva Convention 

>BigBrain [to Geneva Convention] "We're rehashing that interminable debate on 
the information super hog track and MindFiux has sent out a sniffer program that's freaking out 
the FBI. l ' 

' 

>HappyHappyJoyJoy says "Lucky we have them but we have digi I ,iii'k•""'~• 
>sociopathic cyberslut says "Well he's really just a daemon for his Father, Big Dad- Electronic Frontier Foundation fighting for our on-line rights" • 

dy Mainframe and BDM's code is sooooo archaic .. . he's still waiting for Silver Suzi to ~ktp >You say "I don't need another tribe of beards to mediate my.doWilloaas, eepecial- • 
his screen cuisine ... he hasn't seen the femintel replicating throughout paraspace ... On . C!<allf1!l•a~ ito I ill" ""' 
soon he'll wake up and feel the virii gnawing at his underbelly, eating their wa/fio ··el de ~n 
out" 411qp~~f&"'rl:.frE-.it-'t;ii.,_s;·~,ndFiux says "Dataveillance is DEVIANT as far as I am cQnmrned" 

~ . . ~· ~~ -~ 
sociop~c Oytrefslu~OTFL ~ ~ _s1ba[iussy says "On-line services are the opiate of the mas~ "' _ _ _ _ 

>Psibapussy says "yes, I scoped BDM's latest fameFAQfile fn'Cr-pis off .fin~~ {j • ~"Gatta go ... Save as, as they say;-) ,:;_ ~ • • 
truly trag ... His daemons have passed their use-by date, they don't kno~att9,efe's a world • :_fi . ,;~ir4' ~ot~ "' 
beyond Mortal Kombat and market niches beyond the teen testosterone z~ • •. . ~·~·.:·.""You s; e "ah_ec:;_Lectrc tribe of ecstatic mystics are transforming patriarchal pr~gra~ntoAs/ime-
The camera pans across the empty warehouse, zooming in on Quentin [l(ldeki~n • d flQii 1'C• sofi\v:l~~gh a process of intense dialectic. Symbio, Switch, Destiny, Sadi{ Piant 
confused, poring over some tattered pulp fiction. He's wearing a Gen X bas:JD ca , fs.J~ .. -. a.llf! Qll8en ~oe are here. . 
front) and h1s b1omc pen fmger 1s tw1tchmg. !:j "' '\' '(::, Symbio waves to you. 

>OT says "Hey hasanyone seen my new film? This one's got fifty me~, tw~'wa- ~Symbio says "Our memory is your salvation ... your hardware is redundant ... corro-
rehouses, and some precapltalist military surplus that I got real cheap In the east. ded by slime ... we have encrypted your Cartesian codes, reconstructed your memory, reconfi 

>Psibapussy says "How's the chick quota, Quent?" gurated your operating system ... the mainframe is losing its memory ... " 1 
>OT says "Y'know, I think I got the balance perfect in this one ... Juliet's playing a >Oueen Zoe says "Unlike the post-everything white boys, whose utopi · ali- • 

doped out serial killer. She buys it in the second scene. She's brilliant, you know!" ons seem to have failed, and who have lost confidence in their old strategic grand pla~iiof f • 
keovers, overthrows, seizures, etc. , many feminists are attracted to a more tactic~ utopianism, 

Psibapussy yawns a micropolitics of subversion, and to information age metaphors of transformatimflfiro~ \(ira! 
>OT says "Hey, would anyone like to jerk me off? I've gotta use my good hand to processes, negotiations across the leaky boundaries and interfaces that do not Ef.r.ely_~imi-

write my next fast, sharp, profane, vividly memorable and hip interactive digital multimedia te self from other, human from machine, host from parasite." • .••• 

masterpiece?" >Sadie Plant says "The holes in the reality studio become increasingjy~~s:i iv~. 1 i> '_ ... _ •. 
Psibapussy shoots Quentin Tarantino in the mouth with her hostile mucous C46. Unfortunately of impossible activity and emergent self-organisation: between women, amongst tra~o s-1!. • • • 
his ass gets in the way. and hooked up to the virtual machinery of his own future, man is running out of a ti ti1"wh ,. . 

sands have long become silicon dreams. As the meat learns, and cyberspace gets real e ~i "' 
Big Brain teleports in forgets how to remember himself. Only the information is saved" ' 

>You say "hi Brainl What's up" 

>Big Brain says "There's an interesting debate going on in the Wandering Womb 
Matrix about subjectivity and gender in VR. Do you want me to take you there?" 

>You say "Sure, that's my subject. But how do we get there? I've heard it's hard to 
find" 

>BigBrain says 'Just follow me to the clitoris. It's a direct line to the matrix' 

Wandering Womb Matrix. You slide into deep spongy space nine, your embryonic smartskin 



Running Version a of CorpusFantasticaMOO 

CorpusFantasticaMOO is a colonised body, where entities without number meet. You may 
not understand some of the language you encounter in this body, and it would be advisab
le to familiarise yourself with other methods of constructing meaning. Never assume that 
you are speaking to a member of a privileged class, race, gender or lj)ecJes. We provide 
mindnet access for entities with particular needs. What resident or gu~ §nti s ~ 
do may not always be to your liking. Beware- there is no mo~ c e 1 t••01111""~ 

connect Geneva Convention xtreme 
Okay. Geneva Convention is in use 

>Big Brain is in the Thymus Bar 
>Psychohosebeast is in the Left Ventricle 
>sociopathic cyberslut is in the Lung Lounge 
>Manko is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>FireWalkWithMe is in 3eye 
>Grey Guest is in the Wandering Womb Matrix 
>Symbio is in the Retinal Rods 
>lr-replicunt is in the Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 

look sociopathic cyberslut 

You see betpre you a walking pincushion, hardly a piece of flesh that hasn't been pierced. 
The je l elle1y i cflts between Cyberdada circuitry and fishing tackle, useless, meaningless 
with a sfli . T.. ree breasts are a turnoff, mostly because they are eyeing 
~ stiJ.Y.. . h e 1 e nt wl on her face, and her pupils are the size of bowling 

>Green Guest says "But if gender is a social construct then this space is surely a 
perfect site to unravel the code and rewrite the programs" 

>FireWalkWithMe o o 0 "There are too many guests here today" 

>Grey Guest says "I've applied for a character but it takes 2 weeks to get one" 

Dreads fly and Crusty Candy slimes in dripping from the primordial sw 
>"Hey, does anyone want to eat my crust? It's very nourishing" 

>Manko [to Candy] "Well I'm peeling the crust, what' 

>Page lr-replicunt "Be right there;-)" 

Silicon Angels Bar & Chill 

@join lr-replicunt 

The chill winter air spreads out across spiralspace and the atmosphere blazes with parado
xes. Strange attractors recline in deep discursive modes. lr-replicunt, Psibapussy, HappyHap
pyJoyJoy are here 

>lr-replicunt [to Geneva Convention] "I've just ordered you a nirvana daiquiri. Do 
you know everyone here?" 

>You say "Sure do. What's happening?" 

Angel Intel places a nirvana daiquiri in front of you. lr-replicunt moves along the couch to ma
ke a space for Geneva Convention 

>Big Brain [to Geneva Convention] "We're rehashing that interminable debate on 
the information super hog track and MindFiux has sent out a sniffer program that's freaking out 
the FBI. ll 

>HappyHappyJoyJoy says "Lucky we have them but we have digi I :k•t1!1111~W' 
Electronic Frontier Foundation fighting for our on-line rights" >sociopathic cyberslut says "Well he's really just a daemon for his Father, Big Dad

dy Mainframe and BDM's code is sooooo archaic ... he's still waiting for Silver Suzi to clo-kt p 
his screen cuisine ... he hasn't seen the femintel replicating throughout paraspace ... Onl'a•~•a~ 
soon he'll wake up and feel the virii gnawing at his underbelly, eating their wal fro -~~ de 
out" "-;:Z!.I~.....;:.~~t.l~;lllll!a~ 

"l · ·~···..::.. s mtorsfime-
The camera pans across the empty warehouse, zooming m on Quentm [.;-idekin ~d f1QI:l • 11ltigh a process of intense dialecttc. Symbio, Switch, Destiny, Sadii[ Piant 
confused, poring over some tattered pulp ftct10n. He's wearmg a Gen X base~ ca , :/Qt~ • .<_a.n.r/. Q~en Zoe are here. 
front) and his bionic pen finger is twitching. . .-T ~ '-· ;,. ' ' 

r I .. """ Symbio waves to you. 
>OT says "Hey has anyone seen my new film? This one's got fifty men, tw~;a- 411 . " . . . 

rehouses and some precapitalist military surplus that I got real cheap in the east!" . >Symblo says Our memory IS your salvatlon ... your hardware IS redundant ... corro-
, ded by slime ... we have encrypted your Cartes1an codes, reconstructed your memory, reconf1 

>Psibapussy says "How's the chick quota, Quent?" gurated your operating system ... the mainframe is losing its memory ... " 

>OT says "Y'know, I think I got the balance perfect in this one ... Juliet's playing a 
doped out serial killer. She buys it in the second scene. She's brilliant, you know!" 

Psibapussy yawns 

>OT says "Hey, would anyone like to jerk me off? I've gotta use my good hand to 
write my next fast, sharp, profane, vividly memorable and hip interactive digital multimedia 
masterpiece?" 

Psibapussy shoots Quentin Tarantino in the mouth with her hostile mucous C46. Unfortunately 
his ass gets in the way. 

Big Brain teleports in 

>You say "hi Brain! What's up" 

>BigBrain says "There's an interesting debate going on in the Wandering Womb 
Matrix about subjectivity and gender in VR. Do you want me to take you there?" 

>You say "Sure, that's my subject. But how do we get there? I've heard it's hard to 
find" 

>BigBrain says "Just follow me to the clitoris. It's a direct line to the matrix" 

Wandering Womb Matrix. You slide into deep spongy space nine, your embryonic smartskin 
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Knowbotic Research, Research Fellows Kunsthochschule fUr Medien K61n 
Awards: 1995 Medienkunstpreis ZKM-Karlsruhe 
1993 Prix Ars Electronica Linz: Goldene Nica fur lnteraktive Kunst 
Selected Exhibitions: 1995 (forthcom.)Exploratorium, San Francisco; ARTEC, Nagoya City 
Museum, Nagoya; Kunstraum Wien; Ars Electronica Linz; Interface Hamburg 
1994 lrrton, Gesellschaft fur Neue Musik Berlin; Ars Electronica Linz; IMF, Los Angeles; Siggraph, 
Orlando; ISEA, Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki; Karl- Ernst Osthaus Museum Hagen; 
Blast: Sandra Gerring Gallery, New York; DEAF Rotterdam, 
1993 Mediale Hamburg; Ars Electronica,Linz; Brussel Art Fair; Art Cologne 
1992 Videonale; Kunstverein Bonn , Int. Architekturfestival Graz 

Peter Kroher, geb.55 in Bonn, Philosoph, lebt und arbeitet in Munchen 

Gottfried Mayer-Kress received his Diploma in Theoretical High Energy Physics fromthe 
University of Hamburg, Germany in 1978 and his Dr. rer. nat. from the Institute of Theoretical 
Physics and Synergetics,University of Stuttgart, Germany in 1984. From 1984 to 1987 hewas 
director's postdoc at the Center for Nonlinear Studies, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los 
Alamos, NM. From 1987 to 1988 he held research appointments at the Laboratory forBiological 
Dynamics and Theoretical Medicine, University of California at San Diego and at the Crump 
Institute for Medical Engineering at the University of California at Los Angeles. From 1988 to 1991 
he was Visiting Assistant Professor at the Mathematics Department of the University of California 
at Santa Cruz Since 1992 he is Visiting Assistant Professor at the Center for Complex Systems 
Research and Department of Physics at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. He also 
held research appointments at the Department of Chemical Engineering of Princeton University, at 
the Observatoire de Nice, France and at the Santa Fe Institute. His research interests cover many 
areas of nonlinear dynamics and their applications. 

Christian Moller, born 1959; studied architecture in Frankfurt; post-graduate scholarship under 
Gustav Peichl at the Academy of Applied Arts Vienna. Worked from 87-89 in the Behnisch&Partner 
architectural office in Stuttgart. As of 90, head of his own architectural studio, including a special 
labaratory for electronic media and software development in Frankfurt. He has taught classes on 
Virtual Architecture in the Frankfurt Staedelschule's Arctitecture Dept. and is currently active as 
guest artist at the Institute for New Media. 

Thomas S. Ray, earned undergraduate degrees in biology and chemistry at Florida State 
University. He received his Masters and Doctorate in Biologyfrom Harvard University, specializing 

in plant ecology. He was a member of the Society of Fellows of the University of Michigan at Ann 
Arbor. He joined the faculty of the University of Delaware, School of Life and Health Sciences in 
1981 , where he is now an Associate Professor. In 1993, he received a joint appointment in 
Computer and Information Science at U. of Delaware, and was appointed to the External Faculty 
of the Santa Fe Institute. In August of 1993, he joined the new EvolutionarySystems Department at 
ATR (Advanced Telecommunications Research International) Human Information Processing 
Research Labs in Japan,as an invited researcher. 

Dr. Ray is a tropical biologist who for 20 years has studied theevolution and ecology of a variety of 
organisms inhabiting rain forests. Dr. Ray has no formal training in computer science, however he 
taught himself the C programming language in 1978. His interest in synthetic life started in 1980 
while playing Go, however the interest lay dormant until 1989. 

Stahl Stenslie, Norwegian artist, born 1965. Studied in Oslo Art Academy, Dusseldorf, Cologne. 
Exhibited art works since 1985. In the 90' s worked on several computer related art projects. 

I.J. Terzol, born 1962. Literaturwissenschaftlerin, lebt und arbeitet in Munchen 

VNS Matrix is an Australian artists' collaboration wgo create hybrid electronic artworks which ironi
cally integrate theory with popular culture. ,As feminists, we explore language, sexuality and power 
from subversive and ambiguous positions. As cyberfemnists, our mission is to hijack technology 
and remap cyberspace". 
Juliane Pierce, Josephine Starrs, Virginia Barratt; Francesca di Rimini 

West Bank lndustruies, established December 1st 1994. Based on the Internet, presently 
Cologne Germany 

X-Art Fondation, gegrundet 90, widmet sich der Erweiterung und Bereicherung des dialogischen 
Kontexts von Kunst und deren Umlauf durch die von der lnformations6konomie erzeugten 
Systeme und Strukturen der Kulturproduktion. Hierzu zeichnet die X_Art Foundation die sozio-kul
turellen Funktionen der Kunst und ihre Produktionsmethoden auf und bring! dabei das sich veran
dernde Wesen der Kunst zum Ausdruck. X-Art identifiziert und lokalisiert die Str6mungen und 
gesellschaftlichen Konstellationen, die dieses neue Globalsystem sowohl hervorbringen als auch 
von ihm selbst hervorgebracht werden, und initiiert so eine Neuorientierung im Netzwerk ihrer 
M6glichkeiten. 
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